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Lecture 14 
Syntax: Recursion, adjuncts, and complements 

 
In the sentence I think that the student did her homework, 

the complement of the verb think contains an entire sentence. 
The sentence the student did her homework is embedded into the VP 

by means of the complementizer that. 
This gives us two more phrase-structure rules: 

 
 VP  V CP 
 CP  C S  

 
So think’s subcategorization 

selects CP as complement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This sentence exhibits syntactic recursion: 

a constituent containing another constituent of the same type 
(in this case, S contains another S further down the tree). 

The possibility of recursion is a basic principle of syntactic structure, 
and means a finite number of rules can generate infinitely many sentences: 

Just keep embedding sentences within sentences: 
I think that you said that she asked whether I thought that… 

 
Another case of recursion: conjunctions such and and or. 

They join two constituents of the same type into another of the same type: 
 
 X  X Conj X (for any syntactic category X) 

   
Thus recursion exists: the VP contains two more VPs, etc. 

!



When a phrase has a modifier—like an adverb or PP modifying a VP— 
how is the modifier attached to the phrase? 

 
Consider I ate breakfast slowly or I ate breakfast in the kitchen: 

ate breakfast is a VP, but so are ate breakfast slowly and ate breakfast in the kitchen. 

  
Thus we have recursive rules, e.g.: 

 
 VP  VP AdvP (or AdvP VP)   VP  VP PP 

 
This is a syntactic operation called adjunction: 

a modifier plus the modified 
constituent X constitute another X. 

I.e., a modifier’s parent and sister nodes 
have the same label on the tree— 
in this case, VP. 

 
 
 
Constituents of the same type 

can thus be nested arbitrarily deep: 



Constructions that look similar may involve either complements or adjuncts: 
at the motel is a complement of look, but an adjunct (modifier) to sleep. 

    
How do we tell the difference? 
Complements: 
• refer to entities that are necessarily involved in the head’s meaning 
• appear in a way stipulated by the subcategorization(s) of the head 
Modifiers: 
• are always optional, and may appear in any number 
• don’t usually play a role in the core meaning of the head 
 
Not just verbs have complements and subcategorization! 
 
PP  … 

 P (away); P NP (in the house); P S (before you go); P PP (from under the table) 
AP  … 

A (young); A PP (proud of you); A NP (worth a king’s ransom) 
CP  C S (that you were listening) 
 
In tree structure, the sister node of a phrase’s head is the head’s complement. 
 
SOV languages and SVO languages differ in more than just verb-object order— 

they differ in overall head-complement order: 
In SVO languages, the head of a phrase usually precedes the complement; 

in SOV languages the head usually follows the complement. 
 
Japanese is heavily head-final: 
 

Tanaka-wa  Tōkyō kara  kita 
Tanaka-nom. Tokyo from came 

 ‘Tanaka came from Tokyo.’ 
 
This example demonstrates head-final 

phrase structure in Japanese: 
PP  NP P and VP  PP V; 

the complements precede the heads. 
 
Prepositions in head-final languages are often called 

postpositions. 



NP structure 
 
NP  D N is not actually an adequate phrase structure rule. 

What happens when you modify a noun with an adjective?  
E.g., the red chair: the modifier is inside the NP, between D and N. 
 If you try to adjoin the adjective to the NP, it would end up on the outside. 
  
 
Therefore there must be some constituent between NP and N  

for the modifier to adjoin to.  
We call this intermediate constituent N-bar 
 (for convenience, the bar can be replaced with a tick mark) 
and revise the phrase structure rules for NPs: 
 
  NP  D N' 
  N'  N 
 
Then we adjoin modifiers at the N' level instead of NP; e.g.: 
  N'  AP N' 
 
When a noun has a complement, it’s a sister to N 

and thus inside the smallest N'. 
Destruction takes a PP complement, 

and thus has the following phrase-structure rule: 
 
 N'  N PP  

 
Mainstream syntactic theory posits an X' constituent 

between XP and head level for all X categories. 
 
Syntactic ambiguity often arises when there are two different constituents 

that a modifier could be adjoined to. 
Groucho Marx’s famous joke I shot an elephant in my pajamas: 

the modifier may be adjoined to VP (below) 
or to N' (on the right). 


